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                    Commercial Drone Services based in Shetland
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                                Full in-house production and processing suites
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                        About Shetland Flyer Aerial Media

                        

                        With over 40 years experience in remote piloted aircraft systems, Shetland Flyer Aerial Media provide a range of professional mapping, imaging and media services. We have an Operational Authorisation from the UK Civil Aviation Authority to conduct commercial unmanned aircraft operations day and night in the Specific Category. Our highly experienced pilots and camera operators are professional filmmakers, photographers and surveyors who hold internationally recognised remote piloted aircraft systems certifications and GVC for Specific Category operatons, and A2 CofC for operations in the Open Category. Established in 2015, we are the longest running and most experienced commercial UA operators in Shetland.


                        Our advanced aircraft systems have been chosen to provide exceptional safety, reliability and flexibility, and carry high performance cameras and sensors to ensure the highest quality imagery. We offer a range of media and data acquisition services including photography and videography; advanced mapping and survey; RGB and high resolution radiometric thermal inpections; interactive 360° VR panoramas; live broadcast, plus an extensive in-house post production suite on high powered dedicated workstations. All production data is stored on our own internal redundant storage networks ensuring your digital assets are safe and secure.

                        
                        Unlike most other UA operators we have reserve unmanned aircraft and systems to ensure continuity during critical missions and shoots. This means there's no down-time for the client should one of our aircraft become unservicable.

                        Read about our past, current and future projects on our news page.
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                            A fantastic and unique resource produced by Shetland Flyer Aerial Media, 360 Shetland is a vast collection of stunning 360° x 180° aerial panoramas linked on an interactive map of the islands. Take a look at 360 Shetland and see our wonderful islands for yourself!
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                        Services

                        

                        We offer a range of services using our professional video and still cameras and advanced Unmanned Aerial Systems designed for safe and efficient operation. From high quality video and photography projects - including 360° panoramas and VR tours - to advanced mapping and 3D terrain modelling, inspections and surveys using RTK systems, we create smart and cost effective solutions tailored to meet your specific requirements. We can also provide thermal inspections using our FLIR Lepton and 640/30Hz Tau 2 Pro radiometric sensors. Not limited to just aerial media capture, we offer terrestrial and marine photography and video using high-end cameras and hardware. Coupled with professional in-house post production services we can offer you a complete package for all your media projects.
                        

                        Please contact us or call 01595 747047 for pricing of our services and we'll send you our current rate card and service brochures. We offer competitive day and part day rates for all our operations, from single operator to full UAS crew with pilot, camera operator, observer and safety marshals.
                        

                    

                    
                        	
                                
                                UAS Fleet

                                Learn about our advanced unmanned aerial systems

                            
	
                                
                                Cameras & Sensors

                                Find out what cameras and sensors we use to capture your media

                            
	
                                
                                Mapping & Geomatics

                                Learn about our advanced mapping and geomatics services

                            
	
                                
                                360° VR Panoramas

                                Discover how professional VR panoramic tours and scenes can promote your business

                            


                    

                

            

        
            
        
        
        
            
                
                    
                        
                            Mapping and Geomatics

                            

                            Using the latest RTK and PPK technology we can provide centimeter-accurate orthomosaic and topographic maps, digital elevation and surface models and 3D site models 

                            Learn More
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                        [image: Aerial photograph of Maersk Lifter]
                        
                          Maersk Lifter leaving Lerwick Harbour

                          
                        

                      


                      
                        [image: Aerial photograph of Fish Delicer]
                        
                          Delicing salmon

                          
                          

                      


                      
                        [image: Aerial photograph of Buchan Alpha pontoon under tow]
                        
                          Buchan Alpha salvage operation
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                          Uyea

                          
                        

                      

                        
                        
                        [image: Aerial photograph of Rotterdam in Lerwick Harbour]
                        
                          Rotterdam in Lerwick Harbour

                          
                        

                      

                    
                        [image: Aerial photograph of Buchan Alpha being towed in to Dales Voe]
                        
                          Buchan Alpha Under Tow

                        
                        

                      

                    
                        [image: Aerial photograph of Dockwise Forte at Holmsgarth, Lerwick]
                        
                          Dockwise Forte

                          
                        

                    

                    
                        [image: An aerial photograph of a property in Seafield, Lerwick, used for marketing purposes]
                        
                          Seafield Property

                          
                        

                      

                    
                        [image: An aerail photograph of Lerwick Harbour, Shetland]
                        
                          Lerwick Harbour

                          
                        

                      

                    
                        [image: A panoramic aerial photograph of Lerwick shot from the Staney Hill]
                        
                          Lerwick from the West

                          
                        

                      

                    
                        [image: Aerial photograph of the Lerwick Lifeboat]
                        
                          Lerwick Lifeboat

                          
                        

                      

                    
                        [image: Aerial photo of the stunning Min Beach in Burra, Shetland]
                        
                          Min Beach, Burra

                          
                        

                      

                    
                        [image: An aerial photo of Seven Arctic at Dales Voe]
                        
                          Seven Arctic

                          
                        

                      
 
                

                A selection of images from recent projects

            

            

        

        
            
                
                    
                        
                            360° Panoramas

                            

                            We specialise in the capture, build and hosting of beautiful high resolution virtual reality HDR panoramas and tours from the air and on land. Click on Learn More to see examples of our work and our huge interactive tour of Shetland.
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                        Our Clients

                        

                        Just some of our satisfied clients we've worked with
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                        Client Testemonials

                        

                        
                        Trustpilot
                        

                        
                    


                

                
                    
                        "All the footage has downloaded OK, fantastic footage, many, many thanks. Will use you again and recommend you also.
                        

    
                        Impressed by your GH5 camera, we did have one in our arsenal but I didn’t get to use it before it went as a trade in for other kit… I should have!"
                        


                        Mark Jeffs

                        Senior Producer

                        Russian Hour TV (UK)

                    

                    
                        "We recently asked Rory and his team to carry out an aerial survey and photogrammetry of our launch site in Unst.  The process was carried out quickly and efficiently, and Rory was flexible to our requirements.  The reports and files were delivered quickly and to an extremely high standard.  We would have no hesitation in recommending Shetland Flyer."
                        


                        Scott Hammond

                        Chief Operating Officer

                        Shetland Space Centre

                    

                    
                    
                        "We really appreciate that you have kept the costs so reasonable for this job. You can rest assured that we will be in touch again for any future work that comes up. You always do such a great job interpreting our brief and the quality of filming is excellent.
                        


                        Thanks again for all your help with this."
                        


                        Melanie Henderson

                        Cruise & Marketing Manager

                        Lerwick Port Authority

                    

                

            

        
    
    
    
        
            
                
                    
                        
                            Our Weather Station

                            

                            We operate a weather station in the centre of Lerwick that provides current conditions plus daily, weekly, monthly and yearly reports. You will also find a five day forecast, a satellite map, all-time highs and lows and ephemeris data for the sun, moon and major planets. 

                            Visit our Weather Station
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                    Memberships and Approvals
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                                    Member of ARPAS-UK

                                The UK organisation for professional UAS operators
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                                    CAA OA UAS1872

                                Authorised by the UK Civil Aviation Authority for Specific Category operations
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                                    ISO9001:2015

                                Certified Quality Management to ISO9001:2015 standard

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                [image: Guild of Television Camera Professionals]
                                    Member of GTC

                                The Guild of Television Camera Professionals
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                                    Constructionline Gold

                                Constructionline Gold verified member
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                                    Acclaim SSIP

                                Acclaim SSIP accredited

                            

                        

                        
                            
                            
                            

                        


                        
                    

            

            

        
    
        
    

        
            
                
                    
                        Contact Us

                        Ready to find out more? Contact us to discuss your project requirements and we'll be happy to answer any questions you may have. We offer a range of pricing options including day and part-day rates, and generous discounts for new and existing customers. We'll be happy to send you an information pack that includes our rate card and service brochures.

                        Complete and send the online form, or if you prefer send an email to  info@shetland-flyer.media or call us on +44 (0)1595 747047. We will never share your contact details with any third party.
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                            Shetland Flyer Aerial Media

                            
                                11 Ronald Street
                                
Lerwick
                                
Shetland ZE1 0BQ
                                


                                	
                                Phone: +44 (0)1595 747047
                                
	
                                Email: info@shetland-flyer.media
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                        Our UAS Fleet

                    

                

                
            
                    
                    We operate a fleet of advanced multirotor aircraft systems designed for a range of applications, from high quality photography and Ultra HD video capture to specialised mapping and 3D model image acquisition with highly accurate georeferenced orthomosaic output. All our aircraft are approved for use in congested areas up to 50m from people or property, and are subject to rigorous maintenance and safety checks before any aerial operations are undertaken. With a range of cameras, sensors and lenses we can meet all your aerial media capture requirements.

                    

                    
                    DJI Inspire 2

                        
                            [image: DJI Inspire 2 Professional Quadcopter]


                        

                        
                            The DJI Inspire 2 quadcopter is a highly advanced unmanned aerial system and imaging solution. Payloads include the fixed lens 24mm X4S 1" sensor mechanical shutter camera, ideal for mapping and survey; the X5S Micro-Four Thirds system with a wide range of lenses from ultra-wide angle to medium telephoto; or the ultimate Super 35 cinema system - the flagship Zenmuse X7 with its range of dedicated D mount lenses. Numerous safety features have been built into the Inspire 2 including dual IMU and barometer, a dual redundant battery system, obstacle avoidance, improved positioning sensors and a range of intelligent flight modes. It's capable of flight times up to 28 minutes with the X4S camera, and operates in wind speeds up to 15m/s (35mph). Shetland Flyer Aerial Media operates two identical Inspire 2 aircraft for backup and redundancy.

                        

                    

                    

                    

                    
                    DJI Matrice 210 V2
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                            The DJI Matrice 210 V2 is an industrial UA designed for survey and inspection work. With two 7660mAh 6S smart batteries it offers flight times up to 34 minutes (depending on payload) in winds up to 12m/s (27mph), and IP43 ingress protection allows safe operations in light rain or drizzle. The M210 V2 can carry dual payloads on the lower gimbal mount, or a single upward mount gimbal for asset isnpections such as bridges and below structures. It carries our X4S and X5S gimbals, as well as the Z30 extreme zoom camera for close-up inspections from a safe distance, and our FLIR® Tau 2 Pro equipped Zenmuse XT2 high resolution 30Hz radiometric thermal sensor.

                        

                    

                    

                    

                    
                    DJI Mavic 2 Pro
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                            This ultra portable UAS weighs just 900g yet it can fly in winds up to 10m/s (23mph), capture 10bit Ultra HD 4K video and 20MP stills with its Hasselblad L1D-20c 1" sensor camera on a 3 axis fully stabilised gimbal. With flight times up to 31 minutes per pack, the compact size makes it ideal for image aquisition in remote areas, and the low noise level is perfect for environmental and wildlife monitoring applications. Equipped with dual reduntant IMU, barometer and compass, optical positioning and advanced all-round obstacle avoidance, safety by design is at the core of this aircraft system.

                        

                    

                    

                    

                    
                    DJI Phantom 4 RTK
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                            The Phantom 4 RTK system is built from the ground up for highly accurate mapping and survey applications. Using both RTK (Real Time Kinematic) and PPK (Post Processed Kinematic) position correction, the UAs RTK GNSS module coupled with the D-RTK 2 base station can accquire images with centimeter-level precision even over large areas, ideal for demanding mapping and survey tasks. Its 20MP 1" sensor camera has been specifically designed for geomatics, and can provide a GSD (Ground Sample Distance) of 2.7px/cm from 100m, allowing large areas to be covered in a short time.

                        

                    

                    

                    

                    
                    DJI Mavic 3 Cine
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                            Вuіldіng оff frоm thе hugе ѕuссеѕѕ оf іtѕ рrеdесеѕѕоr, thе DЈІ Маvіс 3 Cine іѕ еquірреd wіth а роwеrful аnd hіghlу аdvаnсеd 4/3 СМОЅ Наѕѕеlblаd L2D-20с саmеrа thаt оffеrѕ ехсерtіоnаl іmаgе quаlіtу аnd реrfоrmаnсе. With a built-in 1TB SSD this 900g UA can record ProRes 422HQ video and take stunning 20MP still photos. New battery technology provides flight times up to 46 minutes, and the aerodynamic design allows operation in winds up to 12m/s (27mph). The 24mm (equivalent) fixed lens has a variable aperture from f/2.8 to f/11 providing a highly portable alternative to the Inspire 2 when interchangable lenses are not required.
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                        Cameras and Sensors

                    

                

                
            
                
                We use a range of cameras depending on the task in hand, aircraft choice and operational requirements. The Hasselblad L1D-20c 1" sensor camera on the tiny Mavic 2 Pro is capable of 20MP raw stills and video at 10bit UHD H.265, whilst our flagship Zenmuse X7 provides the ultimate cinema quality 10bit ProRes and 12bit raw output up to 5K coupled with our Inspire 2 aircraft. The X5S produces beautiful 20.8mp raw stills, perfect for capturing the ultimate aerial photos. The ANAFI dual sensor provides RGB and true radiometric thermal capabilities, producing blended radiometric video and rjpg images for further desktop analysis. On the ground the Panasonic GH5 produces stunning 10bit 4K video, frame rates up to 180fps for ultra slow motion and amazing panoramas from its 20.3mp sensor. Working with our local partners we have access to a range of high-end Red, Arri and Sony cameras to integrate into your production requirements. Our cameras are also available to hire on attractive day rates - contact us for more information.

                


                

                Zenmuse X4S
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                        The Zenmuse X4S is a powerful camera featuring a 20 megapixel 1" sensor and a maximum ISO of 12,800. The DJI-designed low dispersion and low distortion 24mm equivalent prime lens has a 84° FOV, and coupled with a mechanical shutter makes it the perfect choice for mapping and survey work with the Matrice 210 V2. It is also the lightest payload for the Matrice, providing flight times over 30 minutes in ideal conditions.

                    

                

                Zenmuse X5S
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                        The Zenmuse X5S is a professional mirrorless ILC imaging solution from DJI designed for cinema and broadcast productions. By moving the image processing unit out of the camera and into the airframe the design is lighter and more streamlined than the X5 and allows higher bitrates due to improved cooling. Using CineCore 2.1, the Zenmuse X5S records video at a maximum resolution of 5.2K/30fps in CinemaDNG 12bit, 5.2K 30fps Apple ProRes 422 HQ and 4K 30fps Apple ProRes 4444 XQ. Additional recording options include video in 4K/50fps using H.264 or oversampling video in 4K/25fps using H.264/H.265, both with a bitrate of 100Mbps. FHD is available up to 120fps.
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                        We offer a range of Olympus M.Zuiko Digital prime lenses including the wide angle 12mm (equivalent to 24mm full frame), the 25mm (50mm equivalent) and the 45mm (90mm equivalent) telephoto, an ultra wide angle Laowa 7.5mm rectilinear (15mm equivalent) as well as a Panasonic Lumix G Leica DG Summilux 15mm aspherical lens (30mm equivalent).

                    

                

                Zenmuse X7
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                        The Zenmuse X7 is a compact Super 35 camera with an integrated gimbal made for high-end filmmaking that delivers stunning resolution and image quality. Its compatibility with the Inspire 2 offers the best in next-level professional aerial cinematography. A 24 MP CMOS sensor rated at 14 stops of dynamic range preserves astonishing detail and offers both 6K CinemaDNG and 5.2K Apple ProRes with support for continuous RAW burst shooting at 20 fps and 24 MP stills.

                        A brand new EI Mode has been integrated into CineCore 2.1, which can record high-quality footage at various levels of sensitivity. Additionally, the upgraded image processing system further reduces image artifacts and noise, preserving more details while adopting an improved dark level correction system for pro-level cinematic images.
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                        We offer four prime lenses for the X7 with focal lengths ranging from 16-50 mm and resolutions of up to 8K. Made of lightweight carbon fiber and designed by world-leading optics teams, the four lenses have been embedded with advanced technologies crafted specifically for the X7’s high-end image sensor. With the exception of the 16mm lens they have mechanical shutters up to 1/1000s, making them useful for highly detailed mapping and 3D modelling tasks as well as cinematography.

                        
                    

                

                


                FLIR XT2
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                    The Zenmuse FLIR XT2 is a industrial quality radiometric 640 x 512 30Hz 13mm thermal sensor combined with a 4K capable RGB camera. Compatible with our Matrice 210 V2 UA it allows for high resolution thermal imaging, including FLIR's MXT thermal / RGB composite imaging. It is used for industrial inspections, insulation surveys, search and rescue, and thermal mapping.

                    
                    

                

                


                Zenmuse Z30
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                    The Zenmuse Z30 is the most powerful integrated aerial zoom camera on the market with 30x optical and 6x digital zoom for a total magnification up to 180x. Ideal for inspecting cell towers or wind turbines, it enables us to get a detailed look at structures, wires, modules and components to detect damage.

                    As a result of operating from a safe distance without the need to fly close, not only is the speed and efficiency of our operations increased but risk of collision or interference is obviated.

                    
                    

                

                


                Panasonic GH5
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                        The flagship camera in the GH range, Panasonic's GH5 is our workhorse system for terrestrial filming. Offering high bitrate 4K video with internal 422 10bit colour sampling this camera produces stunning footage suitable for broadcast and film. With advanced 5-axis image stabilisation it can be used hand-held for ultimate portability, or mounted in our rig system for shoulder or tripod use. We have a range of high quality prime and zoom lenses suitable for film production.

                    

                

                


                Ronin-S Gimbal
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                        Fеаturіng а nеw lіghtwеіght fоrm fасtоr аnd DЈІ’ѕ ѕtаbіlіѕаtіоn аlgоrіthmѕ, thе Rоnіn-Ѕ Gіmbаl аllоwѕ us tо ѕhооt ѕtаbіlіѕеd, оnе-hаndеd ѕhоtѕ оn thе mоvе. Соmраtіblе wіth our GH5 mіrrоrlеѕѕ саmеrа, thе Rоnіn-Ѕ fеаturеѕ smoothtrack stabilisation algorithms and produces stunning fluid video, perfect for any project. With a 12 hour battery life we can shoot all day without worrying about running out of power or relying on bulky external battery units.
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                        Aerial Mapping, Modelling and Geomatics

                    

                

                
            
                
                
                    Using our specialised mapping and survey UAS with precision RTK positioning and high quality sensors, accurate georeferencing and powerful in-house photogrammetry processing, we offer a range of 2D and 3D aerial mapping products. We also offer accurate thermal mapping with fully radiometric outputs. Our UAS can map large areas at very high resolution (less than 1cm per pixel if required) to create extremely accurate orthophotos, 3D models and digital elevation, surface and terrain models. A full linework service is also available, including contours and feature digitising. We provide a variety of outputs for online, offline and mobile viewing, including standard file types for GIS, CAD and 3D applications such as GeoTiff, GeoPDF, DWG, DXF, Geopackage, ESRI Shape File, OBJ, and KML/KMZ.

                    [image: Multiband GNSS base and rover]
                    

                    Multiband L1/L2/L5 GNSS base and rover survey kit
                    


                    

                    
                    [image: P4RTK UAS and D-RTK 2 multi-band GNSS base station]

                    P4RTK UAS and D-RTK 2 multiband GNSS base station
                    


                    

                    In cooperation with our consultant land surveyor our experienced pilots use advanced ground station software to plan and execute aerial mapping missions ensuring unparalleled data capture accuracy. These missions can be saved for future use allowing the same area to be remapped using identical settings, ideal for monitoring an area over time. Using our RTK (Real Time Kinematic) system we can provide centimetre-level accuracy, either from a known reference point or we can survey a mark on-site for use as a base position.

                    Equipped with the latest multiband L1/L2/L5 GNSS survey receivers, we survey our own ground control points on your site to centimetre accuracy, we can also position our base station on your own site reference mark. Ground control and check points are essential to ensure accurate processing and to confirm the stated accuracy of outputs. All our mapping products are delivered with a full methodology report including statistical error estimates. We can also provide traditional topographic surveys supplied in CAD formats with detailed reporting.

                    Our comprehensive mapping and modelling service includes:

                    	Digital elevation and surface models in a range of output formats and resolutions;
	3D TIN surfaces and contours in DWG, DXF and CSV formats;
	3D modelling of natural and built structures;
	Stockpile volumetric analysis;
	Planning and boundary maps;
	Thermal and composite Thermal / RGB mapping;
	High resolution orthomosaics and Google Earth KMZ;
	Point clouds and a range of 3D output formats including DXF, OBJ, PLY;
	Professionally drafted line work, feature digitising and contours / spot heights delivered in SHP, Geopackage, DWG or DXF formats;


                    All data processing is conducted in-house with our extensive production suite and industry-standard software.

                    
                

                
                LinkedIn Articles

                Rory Gillies has produced a series of technical articles on mapping and geomatics published through the LinkedIn platform:
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                                    Photogrammetry with Drones

                                The basics of photogrammetry with drones
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                                    RTK GNSS Mapping Techniques

                                Real Time Kinematic GNSS mapping with drones
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                                    High Accuracy Aerial Surveys

                                The Shetland Space Centre Lamba Ness case study
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                                    PPK GNSS Mapping Techniques

                                Post Processed Kinematic GNSS mapping with drones

                            

                        

                

                

                
                Case Studies and Examples

                    

                    Example: High Resolution 3D Model of Park Hall, Bixter

                    

                    
                    A class C listed property, Park Hall was built by a local doctor circa 1900. It is an example of the early 20th century practice in Shetland for building in in-situ concrete, often with materials of dubious quality. The building is now in a ruinous state as you can see from this model, the roof and the first floor have collapsed, and the concrete is severely degraded. As it is too dangerous to enter, this 3D model was created to view the interior and exterior of the property safely.

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                             
                        

                    

                    

                    
                    Click or tap on the image to load, then use your mouse or finger to explore the model. Use the mouse wheel or pinch gestures to zoom in and out, and right-click and drag or use two fingers to pan across the model. Click on the double arrow at the bottom right to view full screen, and you can change the texture resolution using the cog icon (note that HD textures are not recommended for mobile devices and tablets). Double-clicking or tapping anywhere on the model will centre it to that point.

                    This model wasproduced from 280 images shot at -90°, -60° and -45°. It uses 4 x 8K textures for clarity and was exported in Wavefront Object format (OBJ). We can also provide 3D models in various formats including DXF or DWG for use in CAD applications.

                    

                

                

                

                
                    Case Study: Kame of Isbister Monastic Settlement

                    

                    
                    Situated in Shetland's North Mainland just 3km from North Roe, the Kame of Isbister is an all but inaccessible rocky promontory in Yell Sound. Typical of many small headlands around Shetland's coast much of it is covered in grass, but what makes this one special is a series of structures on the seaward facing slope that can't be seen from the surrounding land.

                    

                    
                    In conjunction with staff from the University of the Highlands and Islands Shetland College and the Institute of Northern Studies, we undertook an aerial survey of the site in early August 2019. Given the challenge of accessing the site to place ground control and check points, a DJI P4RTK UA was used with an established base mark on the mainland near the Kame.

                    The survey was intended to create a reasonably accurate 3D model of the site, along with an orthomosaic and digital terrain model for further analysis in GIS to identify and map the structures.
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                    The Kame of Isbister
                    


                    

                    

                    
                    Two missions were planned for the site, one covering a larger area including the Kame and a section of the mainland at a GSD (Ground Sample Distance) of 2.4cm/px for context, and a second at a GSD of 1.9cm/px concentrating on the promontory and the structures in more detail. A crosshatch nadir flight pattern was used for both missions, with a 75 front / 75 side overlap. A D-RTK 2 GNSS base station was placed on the previously established mark to provide real time correction data (RTK) to the UA in flight.

                    GIS processing was performed in QGIS 3.4 LTR and ArcGIS Pro. Due to the long grass it proved difficult to accurately identify each structure from the orthomosaic, however using the digital elevation model (DEM) to perform slope and aspect analysis it was possible to clearly identify the structures. The profile tool was used to create transect height profiles through the structures from various angles to identify the structure outlines which were then plotted as shape file polygons.

                    

                    


                    [image: Orthomosaic of the Kame of Isbister]
                    

                    Orthomosaic of the Kame created with over 300 images
                    


                    

                    
                    [image: Slope analysis using the Relief Visualisation Toolkit]

                    Relief analysis using the Relief Visualisation Toolkit to highlight the structures
                    


                    

                    
                    [image: Composite Digital Elevation Model with hillshade and line work]

                    Composite Digital Elevation Model with hillshade and line work
                    


                    

                    
                    [image: Basic 2D line work with contours, structures and hillshade]

                    Basic 2D line work with contours, structures and hillshade
                    

                

                    
                


                Case Study: Rural Development Site Survey

                    

                    
                    We were asked to deliver a 2D and 3D site survey with line work in DXF and ESRI Shapefile formats for a potential development site. The client specified 5cm XYZ accuracy relative to the British National Grid with the deliverables referenced to OSGB 1936 using the Lerwick datum for height (EPSG:7405).

                    

                    
                    A crosshatch flight pattern was used with the UA height set to achieve a Ground Sample Distance of 1.5cm/px. Ground control and check points were set using our GNSS survey receivers, with an estimated RMSE of 1.5cm XY and 2cm Z relative to the OS Lerwick reference station located 2km away. A base mark near the site was established using post processing of RINEX data from a 1 hour observation. The mark was used as a reference for the ground control / check points, and the D-RTK2 RTK base station for sending correction data to the UA in flight.

                    The flight plan was produced using a KML file generated in QGIS. Due to the proximity of the public road and properties it was extremely imprtant to ensure the UA did not overfly any uninvolved people, vehicles or houses during the flight operations. The boundary of the flight plan was set adjacent to the road and it was possible to execute the operation without overflying the road or any properties.

                    The finished map is shown linked to line work referenced to the British National Grid, and the required accuracy was achieved for this project.

                    

                    
                    [image: Completed line work and map of the site]

                    Completed line work and map of the site
                    


                    

                    

                


                    
                        
                            
                                
                            

                

                        

                
                    Interactive 3D Model

                    3D model of the site. Click on the image to load, then use your mouse or finger to explore the model. Use the mouse wheel or pinch gestures to zoom in and out, and right-click and drag or use two fingers to pan across the model. Click on the double arrow at the bottom right to view full screen.

                    This model has been decimated to 1,000,000 faces to ensure smooth playback on desktops and mobiles. It uses an 8K texture image, however we can create much more detailed models and textures if required. We can also provide 3D models in DXF format for use in CAD applications.

                

                

                

                

                


                
                    Mapping Examples: Large Sites

                    

                    
                    Our client requested 2D and 3D outputs of this 230 hectare site in the north east of Unst, including DXF line work and 3D model for subsequent processing in CAD. Five flights were executed with the P4RTK with a GSD of 2.8cm/px. We used 18 ground control points and five checkpoints across the site, and achieved an overall XYZ RMSE of just 3cm against the British National Grid. Setting ground control points and executing the flight operations took two days to complete, and the outputs were delivered to the client in less than a week.

                    

                    

                
                [image: Full line work and hillshaded map of the 230 hectare site]

                Full line work and hillshaded map of the 230 hectare site
                


                

                


                    
                    For this massive 5,500 hectare site in Central Shetland we used a Sensefly eBee RTK Plus fixed wing UA and processed the camera positions using Post Processed Kinematic (PPK) technicques. No ground control points were used, however we achieved an accuracy of 10cm RMSE XY and 20cm RMSE Z against twenty surveyed checkpoints. A target GSD of 3.5cm/px was requested, and we achieved a GSD between 3cm/px and 4cm/px across the site. Flight operations took six days to complete.

                    

                    

                
                [image: RGB DEM overlaid on a web map of the site]

                RGB DEM overlaid on a web map of the site
                


                

                

                
                Mapping Example: Thermal Maps

                    

                    
                    Working in partnership with Danish thermal mapping experts Drone Systems we collected the thermal data for mapping the Lerwick District Heating Network. Using our Matrice 210 V2 UAS carrying the 13mm XT2 thermal sensor, the drone was flown at 90m above the surface (using terrain following flight plans programmed in UgCS) recording the radiometric thermal data in FLIR's .seq format. The processed maps are a great asset for DHN operators, allowing them to identify leaks and weakness in their pipe infrastructure.

                    

                    

                
                [image: A 5km section of the completed thermal map]

                A 5km section of the completed thermal map
                


                

                
  
                


                
                    Mapping Example: Peatland Restoration Monitoring

                    

                    
                    Shetland Amenity Trust requested aerial imagery to assist monitoring the restoration progress of several areas of moorland where the peat has been damaged by excessive draining and grazing over time. Aerial mapping is the ideal tool for this as we can provide repeatable 2D and 3D imagery of the entire site as well as detailed 3D models of areas of interest. The examples below are of a 20 hectare restoration site in Shetland's South Mainland.

                    

                    

                
                [image: Cunningsburgh Restoration Site]

                A general view of the restoration site
                

                

                


                
                
                    
                        
                    

                

                    

                
                    Interactive Map

                    Orthophoto and DEM layers overlaid on satellite map. Click and drag or use your finger to pan, use the mouse wheel or pinch gesture to zoom. Use the layers icon on the top right to view the colour digital elevation model.

                

                

                


                


                
                [image: DEM Coloured GeoTiff opened as a layer in QGIS]
                

                DEM colour pallete GeoTiff opened as a layer in QGIS
                


                    

                
                [image: 3D processing using advanced mapping software]

                Fully georefernced 3D processing in our advanced mapping software
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                        360° VR Panorama Tours

                    

                

                
            
                
                    
                        
                        
                        

                    

                    
                    We can create and host fully interactive VR 360° panoramic scenes and tours shot from both land and air. Panoramic tours provide an immersive experience for your website audience and potential customers, allowing them to view property interiors, exteriors and locations as if they were actually there!

                    Have a look around this 360° x 180° panorama of the Clickimin Broch in Lerwick. Use your mouse or finger to move around, the mouse wheel or a pinch gesture to zoom in and out and double-click or tap to view fullscreen.

                    

                

                


                
                    
                A single 360° x 180° panoramic scene can be viewed inteactively in just about any web page, and you can even upload them directly to social media sites such as Facebook where they will be detected as a 360° image and displayed correctly. Alternatively a series of scenes can be linked into an interactive VR tour allowing the viewer to navigate using hotspots. Our tours can be fully customised to suit your branding with splash screens, logos, maps and floorplans, and include links to information pages, photos, videos or any other web content.

                    

                
                
                    [image: 360 Shetland]
                


                Click on the image above to view our 360 Shetland project (opens in a new window).

                    

                

                Unlike some providers who use 1-shot vertical lens systems we use professional mirrorless digital cameras and dedicated panoramic heads. On land our 7.5mm fisheye lens produces full 360° x 180° spherical panoramas up to 100MP, whilst in the air we shoot with 24mm, 28mm or 30mm lenses creating very high resolution spherical scenes up to 300MP for increadible detail. All our source images are shot in raw with several exposures combined to provide a high dynamic range (HDR) image for stitching. Although this takes longer to create and stitch it ensures highlight and shadow details are retained in the final panorama.

               
                   
                    
                [image: 360 Interior Shot]
                


                    Click on the image above to view our interior high resolution panorama of Lerwick Town Hall's main hall, commissioned by Shetland Islands Council to show the difference before and after extensive renovation works.

                   

                   
                Our panoramas are stitched in specialist software for creating spherical projections then hand finished in Photoshop. Because we use dedicated panoramic capture ground station software for our aerial panoramas and calibrated panoramic heads on land you won't find any misalignments or stitching errors in our completed scenes. In cases where capture misalignment is unavoidable (e.g. moving objects) we use advanced masking and viewpoint correction techniques to fix any errors.

                   

                

                
                
                Your completed panoramas and tours are delivered as equirectangular images and web ready tiles complete with all assets ready to upload to your web server or host. We can also host the tours for you on our high availability servers with unlimited bandwidth.

                Contact us to discuss your panoramic tour requirements, it's a unique way to show off your business to potential customers!

                

                
                
                [image: Clickimin Broch, Lerwick]
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                [image: Shetland Flyer Aerial Media]

                

                
                
                    The idea of Shetland Flyer Aerial Media was conceived in 2015 by Rory Gillies and Julie Laing, with the vision of providing high quality aerial media services in Shetland using advanced unmanned aircraft systems. Combining their experience of remote piloted systems and media capture and production skills with a wealth of technical knowledge, abilities and enthusiasm has enabled them to fill a niche market in Shetland, and the growing client list and commissions demonstrates the success of this small enterprise.

                

                
                    [image: Julie and Rory flying the Inspire 1]

                    Julie and Rory conducting cold weather calibration tests on the Inspire 1

                    

                    

                
                    
                        [image: Rory flying the Inspire 1 at Victoria Pier]

                        Rory operating the Inspire 1 at Victoria Pier in Lerwick

                    

                    
                        Rory has been flying remote piloted aircraft since the late 1970s and has built up a wealth of experience in this field. Combining his passion for photography and flying he started filming with kites and radio controlled gliders equipped with cameras in the early 2000s before moving on to multirotor aircraft in 2011. He shared his aerial photographs and videos of Shetland on social media and built up a large following on his Shetland Flyer Facebook page.

                        He holds a General Visual Line of Sight Certificate for aircraft up to 25Kg, an A2 Certificate of Competency, and over the years has logged thousands of hours in the air with both fixed wing and rotary aircraft.

                    

                

                    With an advanced diploma in photography he has won awards for his compositions, and until the digital era arrived he worked in 35mm film, developing and printing his work in his darkroom. With an IT background he has embraced the digital age and is a part time lecturer teaching degree level digital photography and video techniques at Shetland College, part of the University of the Highlands and Islands. He is no stranger to remote piloted systems having developed subsea remote operated vehicles for marine inspection and aquaculture back in the early 1990s.

                    Julie has a flair for composition and is the Director of Photography and camera operator on many shoots. Julie must take the credit for starting the enterprise as it was her idea to take Rory’s passion and turn it into a successful small business.

                
                
                [image: Filming at Scalloway Pier]

                Julie and Rory filming at Scalloway Pier

                    

                
                    Shetland Flyer Aerial Media hold a CAA Specific Category Operational Authorisation for multirotor aircraft and helicopters up to 25kg. Our authorisation allows us to fly in congested areas up to 50m from people not under our control (although there are no distance restrictions for people that are under our control) and to fly at night. We hold public liability insurance of £5M fully compliant with Regulation (EC) No. 785/2004, and professional indemnity cover up to £50K. All our operations are conducted safely and with the absolute minimum risk in accordance with our comprehensive CAA approved Operations Manual.
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                Privacy Policy

                1. This privacy policy is for this website https://www.shetland-flyer.media/ and served by Shetland Flyer Aerial Media, and governs the privacy of its users who choose to use it. The policy sets out the different areas where user privacy is concerned and outlines the obligations and requirements of the users, the website and website owners. Furthermore, the way this website processes, stores and protects user data and information will also be detailed within this policy. If you have any questions or concerns regarding this privacy policy, your privacy whilst browsing this website, or to exercise your rights and our obligations under the GDPR, please contact us.
                


                2.	We regret that if there are one or more points below with which you are not happy, your only recourse is to leave our website immediately.
                


                3.	We take seriously the protection of your privacy and confidentiality. We understand that all visitors to our website are entitled to know that their personal data will not be used for any purpose unintended by them, and will not accidentally fall into the hands of a third party.
                


                4.	We undertake to preserve the confidentiality of all information you provide to us, and hope that you reciprocate.
                


                5.	Our policy complies with UK law accordingly implemented, including that required by the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).
                


                6.	The law requires us to tell you about your rights and our obligations to you in regards to the processing and control of your personal data. We do this now, by requesting that you read the information provided at www.knowyourprivacyrights.org
                


                7.	Except as set out below, we do not share, or sell, or disclose to a third party, any information collected through our website.                
                

                The Bases on Which We Process Information About You

                8. The law requires us to determine under which of six defined bases we process different categories of your personal information, and to notify you of the basis for each category. If a basis on which we process your personal information is no longer relevant then we shall immediately stop processing your data. If the basis changes then if required by law we shall notify you of the change and of any new basis under which we have determined that we can continue to process your information.
    
                Information We Process Because We Have a Contractural Obligation With You

                9.  When you buy a product or service from us, or otherwise agree to our terms and conditions, a contract is formed between you and us.
                


                10.  In order to carry out our obligations under that contract we must process the information you give us. Some of this information may be personal information.
                


                11.  We may use it in order to:
                	verify your identity for security purposes
	sell products to you
	provide you with our services
	provide you with suggestions and advice on products, services and how to obtain the most from using our website


                12. We process this information on the basis there is a contract between us, or that you have requested we use the information before we enter into a legal contract.
                


                13. Additionally, we may aggregate this information in a general way and use it to provide class information, for example to monitor our performance with respect to a particular service we provide. If we use it for this purpose, you as an individual will not be personally identifiable.
                


                14. We shall continue to process this information until the contract between us ends or is terminated by either party under the terms of the contract.
    
                Information We Process With Your Consent

                15.  Through certain actions when otherwise there is no contractual relationship between us, such as when you browse our website or ask us to provide you more information about our business, including our products and services, you provide your consent to us to process information that may be personal information.
                


                16.  Wherever possible, we aim to obtain your explicit consent to process this information, for example, by asking you to agree to our use of cookies. Sometimes you might give your consent implicitly, such as when you send us a message by e-mail to which you would reasonably expect us to reply.
                


                17.  Except where you have consented to our use of your information for a specific purpose, we do not use your information in any way that would identify you personally. We may aggregate it in a general way and use it to provide class information, for example to monitor the performance of a particular page on our website.
                


                18.  If you have given us explicit permission to do so, we may from time to time pass your name and contact information to selected associates whom we consider may provide services or products you would find useful.
                


                19.  We continue to process your information on this basis until you withdraw your consent or it can be reasonably assumed that your consent no longer exists.
                


                20.  You may withdraw your consent at any time by instructing us at info@shetland-flyer.co.uk. However, if you do so, you may not be able to use our website or our services further.
                

    
                 Information We Process for the Purposes of Legitimate Interests

                21. We may process information on the basis there is a legitimate interest, either to you or to us, of doing so.
                


                22. Where we process your information on this basis, we do after having given careful consideration to:
                	whether the same objective could be achieved through other means
	whether processing (or not processing) might cause you harm
	whether you would expect us to process your data, and whether you would, in the round, consider it reasonable to do so


                23. For example, we may process your data on this basis for the purposes of:
                	record-keeping for the proper and necessary administration of our business
	responding to unsolicited communication from you to which we believe you would expect a response
	protecting and asserting the legal rights of any party
	insuring against or obtaining professional advice that is required to manage business risk
	protecting your interests where we believe we have a duty to do so


                Information We Process Because We Have a Legal Obligation

                24. We are subject to the law like everyone else. Sometimes, we must process your information in order to comply with a statutory obligation. For example, we may be required to give information to legal authorities if they so request or if they have the proper authorisation such as a search warrant or court order. This may include your personal information.
                Information Provided on the Understanding That It Will be Shared With a Third Party

                25. Our Facebook page allows you to post information with a view to that information being read, copied, downloaded, or used by other people.
                


                26. Examples include:
                	posting a comment on our Facebook page
	tagging an image
	clicking on an icon next to another visitor’s message to convey your agreement, disagreement or thanks


                27. In posting personal information, it is up to you to satisfy yourself about the privacy level of every person who might use it.
                


                28. We do not specifically use this information except to allow it to be displayed or shared.
                


                29. We do store it, and we reserve a right to use it in the future in any way we decide.
                


                30. Once your information enters the public domain, we have no control over what any individual third party may do with it. We accept no responsibility for their actions at any time.
                


                31. Provided your request is reasonable and there is no legal basis for us to retain it, then at our discretion we may agree to your request to delete personal information that you have posted. You can make a request by contacting us at info@shetland-flyer.co.uk
                Cookies

                32.  Cookies are small text files that are placed on your computer's hard drive by your web browser when you visit any website. They allow information gathered on one web page to be stored until it is needed for use on another, allowing a website to provide you with a personalised experience and the website owner with statistics about how you use the website so that it can be improved.
                


                33.  Some cookies may last for a defined period of time, such as one day or until you close your browser. Others last indefinitely.
                


                34.  Your web browser should allow you to delete any you choose. It also should allow you to prevent or limit their use.
                


                35.  Our website uses cookies. They are placed by software that operates on our servers, and by software operated by third parties whose services we use. When you first visit our website, we ask you whether you wish us to use cookies. If you choose not to accept them, we shall not use them for your visit except to record that you have not consented to their use for any other purpose.
                


                36.  If you choose not to use cookies or you prevent their use through your browser settings, you may not be able to use all the functionality of our website.
                


                37.  We use cookies in the following ways:
                


                38. Necessary Cookies (these are required for the website to function correctly):
                	to record whether you have seen specific content we display on our website;
	to store your preferences for embedded media players such as Vimeo;
	to store access tokens for mapping API providers such as Google Maps and Mapbox;
	to enable social sharing functions such as Twitter and Facebook.


                39. Cookies you can choose to opt-in when you first visit the website and opt-out of at any time:
                	to track how you use our website;
	to track advertising conversions from social media platforms and to remarket qualified leads;


                Personal Identifiers from Your Browsing Activity

                40. Requests by your web browser to our servers for web pages and other content on our website are recorded.
                


                41. We record information such as your geographical location, your Internet service provider and your IP address. We also record information about the software you are using to browse our website, such as the type of computer or device and the screen resolution.
                


                42. We use this information in aggregate to assess the popularity of the webpages on our website and how we perform in providing content to you.
                


                43. If combined with other information we know about you from previous visits, the data possibly could be used to identify you personally, even if you are not using our website.               

                Our Use of Re-marketing

                44. Re-marketing involves placing a cookie on your computer when you browse our website in order to be able to serve to you an advert for our products or services when you visit some other website.
                


                45. We may use a third party to provide us with re-marketing services from time to time. If so, then if you have consented to our use of cookies, you may see advertisements for our products and services on other websites.
                Third Party Advertising on Our Website

                46. Third parties may advertise on our website. In doing so, those parties, their agents or other companies working for them may use technology that automatically collects information about you when their advertisement is displayed on our website.
                


                47. They may also use other technology such as cookies or JavaScript to personalise the content of, and to measure the performance of their adverts.
                


                48. We do not have control over these technologies or the data that these parties obtain. Accordingly, this privacy notice does not cover the information practices of these third parties.
                External Links

                49.  This Website contains hypertext links. Shetland Flyer Aerial Media are not responsible for the privacy policies operated by the owners of those sites and does not accept responsibility for any information obtained by third parties as a result of use by you of such hypertext links. 
                

                Social Media Integration

                50.  Communication, engagement and actions taken through external social media platforms that this website and its owners participate on are custom to the terms and conditions as well as the privacy policies held with each social media platform respectively. 
                


                51.  Users are advised to use social media platforms wisely and communicate / engage upon them with due care and caution in regard to their own privacy and personal details. This website nor its owners will ever ask for personal or sensitive information through social media platforms and encourage users wishing to discuss sensitive details to contact them through primary communication channels such as by telephone or email. 
                


                52.  This website uses social sharing buttons which help share web content directly from web pages to the social media platform in question. Users are advised before using such social sharing buttons that they do so at their own discretion and note that the social media platform may track and save your request to share a web page respectively through your social media platform account. 
                How You Can Complain

                53. If you are not happy with our privacy policy or if have any complaint then you should tell us by email. Our address is info@shetland-flyer.co.uk.
                


                54. If a dispute is not settled then we hope you will agree to attempt to resolve it by engaging in good faith with us in a process of mediation or arbitration.
                


                55. If you are in any way dissatisfied about how we process your personal information, you have a right to lodge a complaint with the Information Commissioner's Office. This can be done at https://ico.org.uk/concerns/

                Retention Period for Personal Data

                56. Except as otherwise mentioned in this privacy notice, we keep your personal information only for as long as required by us:
                	to provide you with the services you have requested;
	to comply with other law, including for the period demanded by our tax authorities;
	to support a claim or defence in court.


                Compliance With the Law

                57. Our privacy policy has been compiled so as to comply with the law of every country or legal jurisdiction in which we aim to do business. If you think it fails to satisfy the law of your jurisdiction, we should like to hear from you.
                


                58. However, ultimately it is your choice as to whether you wish to use our website
                Disclaimer

                This site https://www.shetland-flyer.media (“the Website”) is operated by Shetland Flyer Aerial Media. When you view the Website, your visit and any disputes arising from it are subject to this Disclaimer, and our Privacy Policy.
                


                We have taken reasonable steps to ensure that the Website and all information provided on or through it is accurate. However, Shetland Flyer Aerial Media assumes no responsibility for information contained on this Website and disclaims all liability in respect of such information.
                


                We shall not be held liable for any losses you suffer, including any indirect or consequential loss, including but not limited to loss of business or profits or any other financial loss arising out of or in any way connected with the use of this Site.
                


                Shetland Flyer Aerial Media are not responsible for the content of any websites directly or indirectly linked to or linked from any pages on this Website. If you consider any linked pages to be inappropriate, illegal or offensive please contact us.
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                    26 August 2022

                    800 Hectare Mapping Project in Orkney

                Shetland Flyer Aerial Media and Orkney Sky Cam recently completed an 800 hectare mapping project in Orphir, Orkney Islands. Two Phantom 4 RTK UAS were used, along with an Emlid Reach RS2+ base station for network RTK via NTRIP. The flight plans were generated using terrain following with SRTM elevation data. Terrain following ensures that the UA remains a constant height above ground level, in this case 120m. This provides a consistent ground sample distance over the entire survey area (which varies in height from 0m to nearly 170m on this site), and eliminates potential overlap issues.

                    
                    
                        [image: Site visualised in Google Earth]
                        

                        The mapping project visualised in Google Earth
                        


                    

                    
                        [image: Rory Gillies (left) and Jamie Robertson at the end of the flight missions]
                        

                        Rory Gillies (left) and Jamie Robertson on site at the end of the flight missions
                        


                    

                    As RTK UA positioning was used the requirement for ground control was minimised. Eight control points were surveyed using a second Emlid Reach RS2, four for height control and four for check points to determine accuracy (which was a very acceptable 0.1m RMSE). A total of 46 flights were required over three days to capture the 7,900 images.

                    Processing was carried out in Agisoft Metashape Pro. Deliverables included a full resolution orthomosaic (3.4cm/px), digital terrain model, Google Earth KMZ at 6cm/px, a 3D TIN surface and 5m contours. A series of 360° images of the site were also provided.

                    All outputs were delivered just eight days after completion of the on-site works.

                

                

                
                    04 October 2021

                    Shetland Flyer Aerial Media use BAM Nuttall’s 5G network to Live Stream Drone Footage of SSEN Transmission HVDC construction site

                    Shetland Flyer Aerial Media provides aerial video, photography and time lapse services for monitoring progress of BAM Nuttall’s construction site at SSEN Transmission’s HVDC project at Upper Kergord, Shetland. The weekly visits capture drone footage of the construction progress, as well as interactive 360º panoramas of the site and surrounding area, displayed on a secure web application.

                    The installation of a 5G network now means video, stills and panorama material can be accessed live. Previously processing of the images delayed delivery to BAM Nuttall’s project team until the day after the site visit. The construction process is fast and dynamic, so the footage was already historic when delivered to the client. Now it will be delivered, using 5G, in real time.

                    Earlier this year BAM Nuttall was awarded funding from the Government’s 5G Create programme, along with eight other projects, to test the full benefits of 5G and help industries capitalise on the power of modern technology. Installing a private 5G superfast secure network at the Kergord site allows rapid data exchange with designers and people working outside Shetland, supporting collaboration, and improving productivity. Ultimately, it can lead to remote operation of some machinery and provide a robust streaming platform to relay media in real time anywhere in the world. 
                    

                    
                    
                        [image: The Kergord HVDC construction site]
                        

                        The Kergord HVDC construction site viewed from the south east
                        


                    

                    
                        [image: Matrice 210 V2 with Z30 and X4S payloads]
                        

                        Matrice 210 V2 with Z30 and X4S payloads
                        


                    

                    Using Shetland Flyer Aerial Media’s IP43 rated Matrice 210 V2 unmanned aircraft (UA) system coupled with a real time low latency video encoder and a link to the 5G infrastructure, the company will be able to provide live HD video of the site that can be streamed to any user endpoint using the Microsoft Teams platform.

                    The remote pilot will have audio comms to the session using a Bluetooth headset, and can be directed to view any part of the site. The UA will be fitted with a 24mm fixed lens camera (X4S), and a 180x superzoom camera (Z30). The X4S will provide a general overview of the whole site, with the Z30 used to zoom in on specific areas in incredible detail. The footage will be recorded on the UA, as well as a recording of the Teams meeting for reviewing on demand.
 
                    Given the zoom capability the UA can be operated from the site periphery, avoiding the need to fly close to structures, machinery or over people working on site. In the future the 5G infrastructure could lead to the remote operation of unmanned aircraft using a “drone in a box” solution that self-charges and can autonomously take off and land back on its charger.

                    This type of operation is classed as “BVLOS” (Beyond Visual Line Of Sight) as the remote pilot will not have unaided visual line of sight with the UA, a regulation stipulated by the Civil Aviation Authority for a standard Specific Category Operational Authorisation. To be granted BVLOS permissions an operating safety case would need to be produced, however given the remote location of the site and the relatively compact area of operations, this wouldn’t be an onerous task.

                    Colin Evison, Head of Innovation at BAM Nuttall said: “We’re excited to see the opportunities a 5G network offers realised on site, further developing our digital capability and supporting our ability to build sustainable environments that enhance people’s lives. The benefits achieved for our people, BAM and the wider construction industry, drive improvements in productivity by helping us work smarter, shorten delivery times and cut costs.”
                    

                

                

                
                
                    02 April 2021

                    Taking Safety to the Next Level - Parachute Recovery System for the M210 V2 UA

                    Safety is at the heart of Shetland Flyer Aerial Media's work culture, with every job fully risk assessed and all hazards reduced to tolerable. Their CAA Operational Authorisation allows overflight of uninvolved people and property as long as assurance is provided that the flight can be conducted safely. To enhance this assurance they have fitted the ASTM F3322-18 certified PRS-M200 flight termination (FTS) and parachute recovery system (PRS) from Aerial Vehicle Safety Solutions Inc (AVSS) to the Matrice 210V2 UAS. If the inbuilt sensors detect an in-flight failure the FTS cuts the power to the UA then the PRS deploys the parachute for a safe descent to the ground, including an alarm to warn anyone below that the UA is descending. The PRS can also be deployed manually by the pilot using a remote trigger.

                    
                    
                        [image: Matrice 210V2 with AVSS PRS-M200]
                        

                        On the ground with the PRS-M200 (note the safety pin in the parachute pod)
                        


                    

                    
                        [image: Matrice 210V2 with AVSS PRS-M200]
                        

                        The M210 V2 in flight. The PRS-M200 automatically arms at 35m above ground
                        


                    

                    With the parachute deployed the average descent rate is less than 4m/s with an impact energy of 40 Joules. Not only does this greatly reduce the chance of serious injury if it hits someone on the ground (a freefall from 100m would have an impact energy of almost 300 Joules), it also goes some way to protecting the UA and the valuable payloads it is carrying. Depending on the way the UA lands the damage can be as little as broken landing gear and chipped propellers.

                    In some countries (such as the USA) overflight is strictly prohibited without permission or a waiver from the National Aviation Authority; ASTM F3322 is a global standard for unmanned aircraft parachute recovery systems and is a major component in achieving overflight permissions or waivers. To achieve ASTM F3322 certification the PRS must include a flight termination system (to stop the motors before deploying the parachute), and undergo a series of live deployment tests (over 45) in five different failure scenarios.

                

                

                
                
                    26 March 2021

                    Lerwick District Heating Thermal Survey Analysis Complete

                    

                    
                        On Friday 26 March Danish thermal data specialists Drone Systems handed over the completed thermal analysis of Lerwick’s district heating network (DHN) to Shetland Heat Energy and Power Limited (SHE&P). The data was captured by Shetland Flyer Aerial Media in early March under ideal weather conditions, with 15 flights from eight locations around the town using a Matrice M210 V2 UA carrying a DJI / FLIR XT2 thermal sensor. Not only did Shetland Flyer provide the thermal data, they also collected over 50 ground control points (GCP) throught the DHN area to allow accurate alignment of the thermal map. The GCPs were measured using the company's highly accurate multiband GNSS receivers providing centimetre precision of the control targets.


                        The analysis picked up over 95% of the pipe network and highlighted areas where the DHN requires further investigation. Derek Leask of SHE&P said the thermal map and analysis will be a “very valuable asset for managing the network”. Not only does the survey data highlight potential issues, it also provides a very accurate map of the pipe network and allow the operator to update their network drawings which have evolved over the last 22 years.


                        Sune Nielsen of Drone Systems was delighted with the quality of the supplied thermal data, the survey was originally planned for January but a prolonged cold spell followed by several weeks of wind and rain delayed it until March. He said “the patience of the Shetland Flyer crew waiting for the ideal conditions really paid off, it was worth the wait to receive such high quality thermal data".


                    

                    

                    
                    [image: The thermal map of Lerwick DHN]

                    The completed thermal map of the heating network
                    


                    

                


                

                

                 
                22 January 2021

                    ISO9001:2015 Certification

                    

                    
                    [image: ISO9001:2015 Quality Managemnt]

                    ISO9001:2015 logo
                    


                    

                    
                        Today is a milestone day for Shetland Flyer Aerial Media as we have been audited and achieved ISO9001:2015 Quality Management certification. This shows we have appropriate quality systems in place for all our business processes to ensure our products and services are of the highest quality, and backed up by annual audits of our quality management systems to ensure continuing compliance with the standard.

                        ISO9001:2015 is recognised world-wide and provides assurance to our clients and potential clients that we can demonstrate compliance with proven international business practices and appropriate standards. This will boost our brand reputation, and shows our commitment and attitude to providing a high level of customer satisfaction and willingness to improve efficiency.

                    


                


                

                

                
                
                    08 January 2021

                    Shetland Flyer Aerial Media Chosen to Provide Thermal Mapping Data of Lerwick District Heating Network

                    District Heating Networks (DHN) are not static and require constant maintenance to keep them working correctly. As the pipe network is entirely undergound it can be difficult to pinpoint problem areas such as leaks and damaged valves. Danish company Drone Systems specialise in creating accurate thermal maps of district heating networks using thermal imagery captured by drone. Working in major cities such as Copenhagen and smaller towns similar in size to Lerwick, the thermal maps are a great asset to DHN providers.

                    In partnership with Drone Systems, Shetland Flyer Aerial Media have been chosen to provide the aerial thermal imagery for the project. Drone Systems will analyse the thermal data and deliver a complete map of the network to Shetland Heat Energy and Power Ltd., Lerwick's DHN provider.

                    [image: Matrice 210V2 with 13mm XT2 thermal sensor]
                    

                    Matrice 210V2 with 13mm XT2 thermal sensor
                    


                    

                    
                    [image: Example of a thermal map]

                    Example of a thermal map of a town in Denmark
                    


                    

                    Shetland Flyer Aerial Media have invested in new equipment to be able to deliver the high resolution thermal imagery required for creating the maps. The sensor is a DJI / FLIR XT2 640 30Hz 13mm unit that measures thermal radiation in the 7.5µm - 14µm range, as well as a 4K capable RGB camera. It is mounted on a DJI Matrice 210V2 unmanned aircraft which is capable of carrying payloads up to 1.34Kg and offers flight times up to 30 minutes with the XT2 mounted. The UA us equipped with numerous safety systems to ensure safe operations when flying over congested areas.

                    The drone will be flown at 90m above the surface using terrain following to ensure a constant height. A flight crew of two (Remote Pilot and Observer) will conduct the flights over one or two nights in January 2021. Environmental and weather conditions are very specific, although both the drone and sensor are rated to operate in light rain or snow, to produce accurate data conditions need to be dry with light winds, a temeprature between -5°C to +8°C, dry surfaces and a relative humidity less than 80%.

                

                

                
                04 January 2021

                    Site Monitoring for Kergord HVDC Converter Construction

                    

                    
                        BAM Nuttall have appointed Shetland Flyer Aerial Media to provide regular aerial video and photography plus long term time lapse footage of the HVDC construction project at Kergord. This is a key asset for the Viking Energy project which will convert the wind farms AC output to DC for transport to the mainland, and vice-versa.

                    A fully self-contained HD time lapse camera will be installed to the east of the site, and Shetland Flyer Aerial Media personnel will attend the site regularly to film and photograph the construction progress, and specific activities such as blasting and rock breaking. They will also create a "hyperlapse" sequence which will show the progress from start to finish using a 360° orbit of the site.

                    

                    

                    
                    [image: Artists impression of the completed HVDC converter station]

                    Artists impression of the completed HVDC converter station
                    


                    

                


                

                

                
                18 December 2020

                    Staney Hill Gravity Water Main Survey

                    

                    
                    [image: Hydrology survey of 2.7km pipe track]

                    Hydrology survey of 2.7km pipe track
                    


                    

                    
                    Shetland Flyer Aerial Media used its P4RTK unmanned aircraft to complete an aerial survey of the new gravity fed water main at Staney Hill to the west of Lerwick. The client requested a hydrology analysis of the pipe track to determine what, if any, effect the construction has had on the water flows coming down the hill.

                    Flying the UA at a height of 90m above the pipe track achieved a Ground Sample Distance (GSD, effectively the resolution of the resultant outputs) of 2.35cm/px. Over 700 images were collected along with seven ground control and check points measured on the ground. The images were processed in Agisoft Metashape Pro to create an orthomosaic and Digital Terrain Model (DTM) of the track. The DTM was used to perform the hydrology analysis using GRASS tool "r.terraflow" to compute the water flow and accumulation as it flows over the track.

                    The hydrology report was presented as a layered GeoPDF file allowing the reviewer to turn on and off the various layers which included: orthomosaic, RGB heatmap DTM, flow analysis, accumulation analysis and vector layers including the pipe track and control points. Full resolution versions of the orthomosaic and DTM were also delivered, along with a DXF polyline 3D model and a comprehensive report of data capture and data processing parameters.

                    

                


                

                

                
                    30 August 2020

                    Shetland Flyer Aerial Media Official Media Provider for Ninian Northern Arrival

                    The largest commercial vessel in the world - Pioneering Spirit - arrived at Dales Voe near Lerwick with the entire Ninian Northern topside for decommissioning at the Dales Voe deepwater facility. Shetland Flyer Aerial Media were appointed by Lerwick Port Authority as the sole media provider supplying aerial video and photos plus time lapse video of the arrival and subsequent transfer of the topside.

                    Over several days a flight and media crew of two gathered incredible footage of the operations, and supplied the Port Authority with almost real-time footage for "as it happens" press releases. Several videos were produced which you can see on the Port Authorities website.

                    [image: The Pioneering Spirit arrives in Dales Voe]
                    

                    The Pioneering Spirit arrives in Dales Voe
                    


                    

                    
                    [image: The barge Iron Lady with the topside ready for transfer to the quayside]

                    The barge Iron Lady with the topside ready for transfer to the quayside
                    


                    

                

                 

                
                25 August 2020

                    Buchan Alpha Recovery

                    

                    
                    [image: Shearleg crane Hebo 9 lifts a Buchan Alpha pontoon at Greenhead Base]

                    Shearleg crane Hebo 9 lifts a Buchan Alpha pontoon at Greenhead Base
                    


                    

                    
                        Local engineering company Ocean Kinteics in partnership with Dutch heavy lift specialists Hebo Maritiemservice BV have completed recovery of the Buchan Alpha wreckage from Dales Voe. Shetland Flyer Aerial Media provided a five week time lapse of the recovery operation, along with aerial video and photos of key stages during the operation.

                    Using the land based time lapse footage along with footage shot from the crane and in the air, a video of the entire recovery has been produced. Over 3,500 tonnes of steel was safely removed from shallow water and brought ashore at Greenhead Base where it will be cut up and fully recycled.

                    

                    


                


                

                

                
                    24 June 2020

                    Pile Loadout Filming for Maersk Supply Service

                    Danish offshore shipping and logistics giant Maersk Supply Service commissioned Shetland Flyer Aerial Media to provide ground, aerial and time lapse footage of an anchor pile and chain loadout operation at Greenhead Base, Lerwick. Two vessels were involved in the operation, the Maersk Inventor loaded five 30m long 100 tonne piles, and the Maersk Lifter loaded the 170mm anchor chains.

                    Shetland Flyer Aerial Media fitted time lapse cameras on board the vessels, and used two unmanned aircraft, one GH5 ground video camera and two stills cameras to record the operation.

                    [image: The Maersk Lifter (left) and Inventor at Greenhead Base]
                    

                    The Maersk Lifter (left) and Inventor at Greenhead Base
                    


                    

                    
                    [image: A 30m 100 tonne pile being lifted onto the Maersk Inventor]

                    A 30m 100 tonne pile being lifted onto the Maersk Inventor
                    


                    

                

                 

                
                    08 June 2020

                    Surveys of Peatland Restoration Sites

                    For a number of years now Shetland Flyer Aerial Media have been conducting aerial surveys and analysis of peatland restoration sites for Shetland Amenity Trust. The surveys involve aerial data capture at 3cm/px with subsequent processing to create accurate orthophotos and Digital Terrain Models (DTM).

                    Further analysis is performed in GIS software (ArcGIS and QGIS) to classify land type, and more recently algorithms have been developed to automate the process of identifying gullies, hags and ridges. These features are used to estimate the condition of the site at the start of restoration, and to monitor the progress of the restoration process.

                    [image: A recent site near Girlsta]
                    

                    A recent site near Girlsta
                    


                    

                    
                    [image: An example of a geomorpholgy raster showing gullies, hags and ridges]

                    An example of a geomorpholgy raster showing gullies, hags and ridges
                    


                    

                    Recently two sites were surveyed near Girlsa on Shetland's Mainland, using control points the outputs are accurate to just a few centimetres. By converting the geomorphology raster outputs to vector files it is possible to fairly accurately measure the features on the land, saving time in the field and measuring features manually on a workstation.

                    
                

                 

                
                10 March 2020

                    Flugga Boats Marketing Video

                    

                        
                    In February Shetland Flyer Aerial Media travelled to Unst to film a new Flugga Boat undergoing sea trials to create a promotional video for Unst Inshore Services, a Shetland company who specialise in manufacturing RIB style workboats from HDPE and aluminium.

                        The weather was perfect considering the time of year, and the skilled remote pilot tracked the boat as it performed various manoeuvres in Baltasound Voe. The completed video was delivered within two weeks of the location shoot, produced and edited by our experienced video production team. You can view the video here.

                    

                    
                    [image: A Flugga Boat undergoing sea trials in Baltasound]

                    A Flugga Boat undergoing sea trials in Baltasound
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